MATH+ Distinguished Fellowship Program

The MATH+ Distinguished Fellowship is bestowed upon individuals in recognition of outstanding contribution to the mathematical sciences in general. The program’s goal is to support the work of world-leading mathematicians, who hold permanent professorships at one of the MATH+ partner institutions, i.e. FU, HU, TU Berlin, WIAS, or ZIB. MATH+ will provide Distinguished Fellows with a fellowship allowance for fostering innovative ideas and research activities, initiating exciting, vibrant research collaborations, and expanding the international research network and activities of the Fellows.

Candidates can be nominated by board and council members of MATH+. Nomination letters should outline the exemplary research and global leadership of the respective candidate, be less than two pages long, and should be written after consulting with the candidate. MATH+ Distinguished Fellows will be selected by the MATH+ Board; their number is limited to four.

The fellowship allowance is available for a period of three years and can be used flexibly (under the framework conditions applicable to MATH+) after submission of a short spending concept by the newly elected Distinguished Fellow. It should not exceed a total of 250,000 Euros.

MATH+ will offer this opportunity only once in this funding period! Nominations must be submitted to the MATH+ Board by 30 June 2022 at the latest.

International colleagues can be funded as MATH+ (Distinguished) Visiting Scholars.

Questions? Please contact
Nadja Wisniewski
MATH+ Managing Director
wisniewski@mathplus.de
+49-30-314 78651